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Congratulations to Malie and Adhamh
the New Baron and Baroness of Rivenstar

Greetings unto the Middle Kingdom
from your Tsar and Tsarina!
We are faced with an unprecedented
occurrence in Our Kingdom! The venerable
Baron and Baroness of Our Barony of Rivenstar,
Moonwulf and Takaya, have indicated that they
are finally ready for a rest after a long and
distinguished career as the heads of the Barony.
We are minded to grant this request as their
service has been impeccable. But who could
possibly fill such momentous shoes?
Fortunately, many fine candidates stepped
forward for consideration. We were well
impressed with each, and confident that any of
the candidates would look over Our lands in
Rivenstar with dedication and wisdom. However,
there can only be one Baron and one Baroness
and, as such, We have selected Maighstir
Adhamh MacAoidh and Lady Malie bean
MhicAoidh to serve in this role.

Next issue will cover the Spring Event
Three Saints and an Investiture

Their elevation shall occur at Feast of Three
Saints and Constellation Regional A&S on April
23 (West Lafayette, IN). Please join Us in
celebrating both the outgoing and incoming
Baron and Baroness!
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The RivenSTAR
Important information about this publication:
This is the March/April 2016, issue of the RivenSTAR, a
publication of the Barony of Rivenstar of the Society for
Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc.). The RivenSTAR
is edited and available from Kathleen Hill, 2601 Soldiers
Home Rd #17, West Lafayette, IN 47906. It is not a
corporate publication of SCA, Inc., and does not delineate
SCA, Inc. policies. Copyright © 2016 Society for Creative
Anachronism, Inc. For information on reprinting
photographs, articles, or artwork from this publication,
please contact the Chronicler, who will assist you in
contacting the original creator of the piece. Please respect
the legal rights of our contributors.
The RivenSTAR gratefully accepts submissions of articles
and artwork. These must be copyright free and of interest
to the SCA community. The editor reserves the right to
edit material before publication due to content or space
constraints. Artwork should be submitted in electronic
format (gif or jpg files, please.) Use simple fonts like
Times New Roman or Arial for text submissions. Please
e-mail artwork, text submissions, and corrections to the
RivenSTAR editor Lady Katrín Grímsdóttir email:
katrinthescrivener@gmail.com.
Credits: A portion of the images in this publication are
protected by U.S. and Worldwide Copyright laws, and are
owned by Microsoft® Publisher 2000. The Rivenstar
shield was provided by Mistress Heirusalem Crystoma.
Officer badges can be found at the MK Chronicler’s
website in the clip art section http://www.midrealm.org/
chronicler/
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Regular Weekly Activities Info
Every Monday
7:00 pm - Madrigal Singers Rehearsal
Held in the Stewart Center*
Contact: Pieter van Doorn (Vance VanDoren)
email: sirpieter@juno.com
8:00 pm - Baronial Business Meetings
Held in the Stewart Center*
Seneschal's contact information in officer’s list below
*See Purdue schedule for room location (subject to change)
Every Wednesday
8:00 pm - Heavy and Rapier Fighter Practice
Held at Purdue's ROTC Armory
Marshal contact information in officer’s list below
Every Sunday
1:00 pm - Equestrian Practice
4:00 pm - Archery & Thrown Weapons Practice
Held at Huis Doorn (weather permitting)
Marshal contact information in officer’s list below
Other special activities and classes will be announced at
meetings, Facebook, or on the following websites:
www.midrealm.org/rivenstar
rivenstar.blogspot.com

Officers of the Barony of Rivenstar

Baron - Duke Moonwulf Starkaardhersson,
Master of Arms, OP (Michael Longcor)

Herald - Nikolai Vasilei Stefanov (Drake Meed)
email: drake.meed@gmail.com

Baroness - Countess Takaya Mereleone, OP (Vickie Poole)
email: takaya@juno.com

Chronicler - Lady Katrín Grímsdóttir (Kathleen Hill)
email: katrinthescrivener@gmail.com

Seneschal - Brianna the Small (Breanna Jones)
email: brej939@gmail.com

MoAS - Signora Aurora Lucia Marinella (April Maybee)
email: auroraluciamarinella@gmail.com

Knight's Marshal - Lord Orentil (Ron Schanlaub)
email: rschanlaub@gmail.com

Exchequer - Lady Françoise Katze (Ann Nordmeyer Longcor)
email: ldyfrancoise@netzero.net

Rapier Marshal - Uaile Malie Bean MhicAoid (Molly Magee)
email: thatcutefencer@gmail.com

Chatelaine - Lady Marilynde of the Rocks (Mary Rusek)
email: Mary.rusek@swiftenterprises.com

Archery Marshal - Wilhelm of Rivenstar (Ryan Jones)
email: jonesra789@gmail.com

Web Minister - Lady Eirinn nic Dhomhnaill nan Eilean
email: rivenstar.webminister@gmail.com

Equestrian Marshal - Countess Takaya Mereleone, (Vickie Poole)
email: takaya@juno.com

MSP President - Elizabeth of the Marshes
email: marshe@purdue.edu
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Rivenstar’s Baronial Business Meeting Minutes
Meeting Minutes for 2-8-16
Events of note...
Better War Through Archery - Wilhelm is now officially
an Archery Marshal and Rivenstar has two new MITs,
Adrian and Danielle. They had a lot of fun with target
practice. Rivenstar saved the day by bringing all the
loaner archery equipment and being able to loan it all
to Sternfeld. Classes were sparsely attended.
Francoise reported being the only one in the “sprang”
class. Feast was good. Others who went were:
Adhamh, Breanna, Gallien, Alex, Takaya, Nina,
Sparrow, Amelia, Aurora and Boen. Good showing by
Rivenstar!
Officer Reports:
Archery
It was noted that they were using EVA foam (antifatigue) mats 2 packages at a time to stop arrows at
Better War, might be something to check into. Sunday
practice went well.
Madrigals
Pieter reports that they are making progress, dashing
through old favorites. Pieter mentioned having an online discussion with a Bard who feels that success is
eliciting a period emotion. Interesting viewpoint.
Exchequer
Francoise went to the exchequer meet and greet/
Q&A session at Better War, she and one other
exchequer were the only two present. Her take away
from that session was “don’t worry it will all work out in
the end.” Meaning the finances will straighten
themselves out if they don’t exactly balance one time.
Chatelaine
Rocky reported that there is a New-comers survey on
google.com for those participating 1 year or less to
take. She also said that if you need garb or have garb
to return or donate, contact her.
Seneschal
Breanna reported that baronial polling is closed.
Thanks to all who participated. Polling had to be
mailed in. There was some question of it being on-line
but the only thing was a PDF that had to be printed
and mailed.
Baron & Baroness
Wulf and Takaya reported on the Regalia Committee
meeting. There is a need for some Baronial coronets.
The thought is to have a pair done in leather first
because they would be most comfortable. The design

phase is to follow. It is thought that a goal would be to
have Baronial chairs by the time of Pennsic. After that,
then maybe a set of brass (brass kick-plate) coronets
for court could follow.
New Business:
Malie noted that she has swatches coming from a store
in Indy so that we can purchase “Rivenstar Blue” in
bulk.
There was a feast planning meeting at Marian’s house
on Sunday (2/7). Most of the menu was decided.
There will be the first feast tasting at Pieter and Nan’s
at 6:30 PM 2/21.
John Skinner attended the Biblical Symposium and was
lucky enough to see 300-400 year old parchments and
scrolls.
~~~~~~~~~
Meeting Minutes for 2-15-16
Event Reports: Gallien went to Val Day. So did
Malie and Adhamh. Pieter reported that there were
100+ fencers and that he did not fence them all
(probably not for lack of trying). There were many
fine recognitions during Court. Pieter won the bear pit
poker tourney and Nan got a box of chocolates.
Officer Reports:
Seneschal
Breanna received an e-mail stating that the cost of the
polling was a little over $76. (postage, paper, return
envelopes etc.)
Exchequer
‘Coise reported that the statement needs to be signed
but that her report is ready. She will cut a check for
the polling costs.
Madrigals
Pieter announced that a new singer Darrin joined the
group and welcomed him to the meeting.
Archery
There was no practice this Sunday due to Valentine’s
Day. Wilhelm received some leather from Moonwulf
for a finger tab and arm guard class that he wants to
hold soon. If the weather gets warm they may be
back to shooting outside soon.
Equestrian
Takaya has a report due in a week or so. All the
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Indiana marshals reported on time. More than 100
horses are pre-registered to participate in 50 year
celebrations.
A&S
Mallie reported that she and Aurora are getting
together to get some loaner gear started. There were
17 new fencers on the lists this week.
Baron/ess
Coronets are on the table for discussion again due to
the hefty price for leather ones. The discussion will be
taken up further at the Regalia Committee meeting
Pre-reg for 50 year closes May 17th. Register under
the group name “Rivenstar”
Current Business:
Griffin noted that club T-shirts are needed since we
now have the membership to support such a move. He
noted that most other clubs have T-shirts. These would
be especially good for BGR events. We should have
some swag to give away.
He also reminded the group that we need to reserve a
large showcase window at Stewart Center and talked
of the possibility of doing some sort of demo during
Mosey Down Main street.
There will be a feast tasting at Nan and Pieter’s at
6:00 PM on 2/21.
Gallien posted links to the 50 year registration on
Facebook.

Chatelaine
If you need garb, see Rocky.
Exchequer
‘Coise reported that the check for polling is mailed and
the report is in.
Equestrian
The horses are dirty, muddy up to their ears.
Seneschal
Breanna reported nothing new on the polling front.
Baron/ess
Wulf checked on brass kick-plates for baronial
coronets. Menards only carries brass plated kick
plates. But, solid brass is available on Amazon for
about $45. There was some discussion about
construction of the coronets and “Chicago screws” were
mentioned but it was not something this note taker
understood enough to write about.
Current Business:
Breanna had some contact with Nicolai on the leather
coronets. The price of $250 -$350 was for a pair.
Other options are being explored. Takaya priced star
sapphires. A man-made one of a fair size is about
$25 each so there will probably be only one per
coronet. Other stones may be used. Decorations and
manufacturing methods were discussed.
~~~~~~~~~
Meeting Minutes for 2-29-16

Meeting Minutes for 2-22-16

Officer Reports:
Archery
the group was gifted with arrow noches (sp?) and is
looking for arrow repair instruction. Waiting for the
weather to get better, dryer before moving outside
again. The quarterly report is due tomorrow and
Wilhelm will have it done tonight.

Officer Reports:
Archery
Wilhelm has a report due at the end of the month and
will teach the MITs to do it.

Madrigali
Pieter says they are making progress. There were
actually as many basses as the rest of the choir at the
beginning of practice tonight.

Thrown Weapons
Wulf has a report due as well. He made new wooden
targets for the 50 yr. celebration.

Chatelaine
Rocky dressed Darrin (the newest tenor/bass in the
madrigal choir) so he is able to attend events now.
She is also in discussion with Griffin on student T-shirt
designs

Francoise indicated that since we have had a change in
officers (Seneschal and Regional Exchequer) that a
new signature card will have to be signed at the bank.
~~~~~~~~~

Madrigals
Pieter reports they are proceeding apace.
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Exchequer
Francoise is in touch with the Regional Exchequer about
the change of names as signatories to the account but
the transfer is on hold due to the unavailability of the
Regional for a short time.

design selection. It may be on a doodle poll or
something so the ideas could be compared. He is
asking for more ideas, not necessarily artwork so if you
can't draw, just present your words. He predicts 2
weeks to get it all together.

Student Org.
Griffin looking into printing and the cost of student org.
T-shirts from Underground. He showed a T from
another club as an example. The T's could be up to
$20 each but the more purchased, the less each is.
Rachael, Rocky and some others turned in designs but
there are rumors of more designs in the works. He is
still asking for ideas for buttons and magnets.

~~~~~~~~~

Equestrian
Takaya is resigning as the Regional Equestrian Marshal
and Gwendolyn is taking over.
Baron/ess
Takaya has been getting requests from people asking
for info to be posted on the Rivenstar Website and
linked to the midrealm calendar. We will have an ad
in the April PALE.
Wulf started working on the "new" Ancient and
Honorable Coronets - he had a mock up and is
planning a star sapphire in the center with glass
cabochons or pearls on 3 or 4 sections.
He also noted that people who haven't been around in
30 years are talking about coming to the event.
Webminister
Erin has contacted Catriona to take over the duties and
is waiting on return information with access to the
webpage.

Meeting Minutes for 3-7-16
Officer Reports:
Exchequer
Francoise asked that the signatories meet at the bank
to change the signature card someday soon.
Signatories will now be Francoise as Exchequer,
Breanna the Small as the Seneschal and Pieter (the
neutral third party). Next week, 'Coise will have the
monthly report done for Feb.
Martial
Mallie noted that practice will happen but not over
spring break
Chatelaine
If you need garb or have garb to pass along, see
Rocky. She is planning to bring garb to the armory the
Wed before the event for those in need. There is a
Fiber Fair this weekend. Contact Rocky for details
Madrigali
They got through three pieces all in one night with a
brand new singer. Welcome to Michelle!

Martial
Mallie noted that they are still stabbing people and
that lots of people are still turning out weekly

Archery
Danielle and a friend repaired arrows! Yea. Hoping
for consistently dry weather to be able to move
outside. The archery marshals report was turned in.
Wilhelm is not sure if the MIT reports are in or not.
(MITs please notify him if you've done your report you know who you are)

Spring Event
We need a Royalty Liaison and Gallien volunteered.
Many thanks.

Seneschal
Breanna's very first quarterly report as Seneschal (first
of many we hope) was in on time.

Breanna will contact Sigulf and Caitriona to get some
content to the webpage.

Webminister news
Ursus has volunteered to be the deputy webminister
because he knows how to code. Erin will be the official
webminister with his help. They are still trying to get in
touch with Caitriona to pass on the badge and duties
of office.

There will be another feast tasting at Huis Doorn on
Sun, 2/6 at 6 PM.
Wulf presented his ideas for the Coronets and much
discussion ensued.
Breanna asked Griffin how he is planning the T-shirt

(As the meeting progressed, Malie heard back from
Caitriona who stated that she would meet them on
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Wed to give them the stick on which the access codes
etc to the website were located.) So folks, Three Saints
information should be coming soon.
Equestrian
Takaya needs to update her membership before it is
due to be able to cover all the practice time over
which they are planning to get insurance. Pieter also
needs to have input on the insurance policy. They will
discuss. They are going to put the official times for
equestrian practice down as 11 AM to 4 PM on
Sundays from May through Fall (Oct?). In reality
practice will be a two hour window sometime within
that span however this will give them the flexibility to
shift practice times as the weather or other needs may
dictate.

Officer Reports:
Exchequer
Gave monthly statement and report to seneschal.
Coordinating bank signature changes.
In the March Pale, there was an article about groups
using Pay Pal for registration payments. If we REALLY
want to use it we can, but it would delay payment. It’s
easier to just process paper checks that we get in the
mail. We decided to table the discussion for later.
Chronicler
The JAN/FEB newsletter will be out next week.
Web Minister
We have a new web minister and deputy. Erinn and
Ursus have begun the website overhaul.

Baron/ess
Wulf notes that if you are planning to attend any of
the 50th year festivities, get your reservations in now.
So far 12 people have signed up from Rivenstar which
makes the space allotment about 2900 sq. ft.

Madrigals
Still working on the wedding performance.

Spring Event
People are asking for Information! We need updates
ASAP. Things are getting critical.

Seneschal
We have and new Baron and Baroness.
Congratulations to Molly and Adam!
We need their personal heraldic devices posted to the
website so people can get ideas for gifts.

There will be two Laurel elevations at our event.
Aurora has posted on Facebook that there will be
classes at the event but do we have the rooms?
Gallien confirmed that rooms are reserved to
accommodate classes. There was much discussion on
where things and people would be held/housed.
Hope for good weather - it might be needed.
Gallien had contact with representatives of TRMs in his
role as Royal Liaison and they had many questions as
to fees, comps, help and food as well as children's
activities, all of which were asked and answered - he is
passing along the information.
The Feast menu was discussed and anyone with food
sensitivities is encouraged to address comments to
Marion Miller.
Meeting minutes for 2/8 thru 3/7 by Marian
Hryhorcova
~~~~~~~~~
Meeting Minutes for 3-14-16
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Baron/ess
Takaya brought in the new baronial coronet mockup
for people to see.

Brianna received an email asking for a $20.00
donation from the volunteer department for the 50th
Year Event. We discussed what the donations could
possibly be for, and since many of us will be working
as volunteers, we decided to donate $50.00.
Archery
Working on the spring archery schedule and
competition shoots for the event.
Equestrian
The earliest equestrian practices can start is the
Sunday after our event due to insurance restrictions.
They will most likely begin official practices the
weekend after our event.
Chatelaine
If you are looking for unusual sized loaner garb,
please contact her.
Spring Event
We will have both sets of royals as well as two vigils
at our event. There was much discussion about royal
schedules, onsite camping, food, and other issues that
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might arise for Their Highnesses, Their Majesties,
children, and attendants.
We discussed locations and room sizes for various
events such as classes and bad weather backups for
fighting. There will be a formal plan in place within the
next few weeks. Gallien will confirm with Ross camp
about using the auditorium and the classrooms.
We discussed feast tables, how many we are cooking
for, how many tables can we fit, number of comp
tickets, and number of tickets being sold. We discussed
lunch menu, serving locations, and how many people
we expect. We discussed food for A&S judges and
possible locations for judging.
The idea was brought up to mark the hard boiled eggs
with a white crayon (with a stick figure of the
Rivenstar) and then dye them blue. We may do the
marking and dying at Friday night prep.
We discussed site and feast tokens. Most people like
the idea of using the recipe booklet as the feast token.
There was some discussion of using the old site tokens
left over from the last 40 years. Not every was in
agreement that this was the best option, so we will
discuss that at next week’s meeting.
The Feast committee is creating a booklet again this
year and when they have all of the ingredients, they
will post them to the website.
We will start prep activities 5pm on Friday the 22nd.
~~~~~~~~~
Meeting Minutes for 3-21-16
Event Reports
Mallie shared with us a few quick tales of how they
survived Gulf Wars. The severe storms caused quite a
mess blowing tents and debris everywhere. Mallie and
Adam jumped in and helped people recover from the
storm.
Officer Reports:
Madrigals
They are quite busy “Madrigulating Madrilistically”
Exchequer
Issued the check for the volunteers. We have lots of 3
Saints cards to hand out as site tokens.

Herald
The regalia committee has been busy and several
members have consulted him about personal heraldic
devices.
Chronicler
The latest issue of the newsletter is on the webpage
and was sent out via the email list.
There was a short discussion about photos and release
forms. Katrin will ask the regional chronicler about the
interpretation of public space and photos not needing
release forms from people in the pictures.
Web Minister
Ursus has been very efficient (almost prescient) about
getting updates made to the website. We still need to
update the baronial history page. Moonwulf was
tapped again to write up a history.
Baron/ess
We have samples of the new coronets for viewing.
Please register for the 50th Year event now if you
plan to go so we can get our allocated land.
Also start registering for PENNSIC for that same
reason.
Seneschal
Brianna received an email letting groups know that we
need to change our wording from “Site Fee” and the
like to “Registration” for event notices and other
official announcements and documents. Apparently, this
is an Indiana legal issue, so instead of selling tickets,
we have to use the phrase Registration. The officers
will need to amend their documents accordingly.
Archery
Making new targets and gearing up for upcoming
practices.
Spring Event
Which classrooms will hold classes? The Auditorium
building has two rooms. The smaller room is dedicated
to classes. The larger room is available for use for
classes if the weather is nice, but the fencers have
priority if it rains.
There are no bathrooms or running water in the
Auditorium.
We have two special classes so far. The fencing class
will need space outside and the brewing class needs
space for a camp stove. The brewing class does not
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violate the Ross Camp’s “no alcohol rule” since the
brew hasn’t fermented into alcohol yet.

The regalia committee needs to talk with Adam and
Mallie about heraldry and regalia.

Can we have tents set up outside for classes? The
consensus was yes, but we have to be careful about
tent stakes since Ross Camp has utility lines running all
over.

Do we want to create a fund for future regalia
projects? The consensus was that we don’t want a
budget set as that doesn’t seem to work well for our
group. We will make a list of what we need and then
set a budget for each project as they come along.

We will have two vigils. One will set up a tent near the
pond. It’s possible they may share the one tent.
Nighthawk wants to bring his heraldry table. We are
not sure there will be sufficient room, but we will see
what we can do.
Pieter indicated that he will not be available to
transport tents. We agreed to have a loading party
before Pieter and Nan leave. We discussed which tents
were most likely needed. The shower tent may or may
not be suitable for the Royal Presence in which case
Moonwulf can bring his fly tent. We might also want
the girl’s dorm for sun shade for the fighters.
We still need confirmation about where the royals are
staying overnight Friday and Saturday.
People have been asking about crash/camping space.
We discussed using the barracks dorm and Ross
Camp’s camping area. Sigulf will check into the
logistics.
We discussed arrival times. We are recommending
people don’t arrive to set up tents until 5:00 pm Friday
since most of us won’t be on site until then. In past
years, we have had until noon on Sunday to clear out
of the area.
There was a request to have dogs and other animals
on site. No animals may enter the buildings and no
temporary gates or fences may be erected on site.
Dogs and other critters must be leashed or in kennels (if
not being directly handled by their owners.) Owners
are responsible for cleanup. As long as the kennel or
temporary enclosure does not need to be staked down,
they should fine.
Moonwulf has requested someone to apprentice him
when he places the road signs so at least one other
person knows where they all go.
Marion is running out of freezer space for all the feast
prepping she is doing. Moonwulf offered the use of his
freezer and other ideas were pitched.
Rocky will get the items for lunch during the week
before the event.
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It’s a Baby Boy!
Morgan Kane Delchambre

Congratulations
Ann & Andrew
3-15-16
10:07 am
9 lbs. 14 oz.
21 inches

~~~~~~~~~
Meeting Minutes for 3-28-16
Officer Reports:
Chronicler
First quarterly report was submitted.
Archery
When can we switch back to Huis Doorn? For the next
month, we will play it by ear as we get weather
reports.
Do we want to do Thursday and Sunday practices
again? The consensus was just Sundays for now. Riding
starting at 1:00 pm and Archery starting at 4:00 pm.
Can we still use Arrows III as a backup? The archery
participants will discuss it at the next practice.
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Herald
Has been working on consultations. The regalia
committee met and they made a wish list and
prioritized what items were on the list.
Marshal
A question was brought up about whether or not Malie
wished to remain the Baronial Fencing Marshal while
she is baroness. Malie agreed to remain the marshal,
but with the understanding that we will need to find a
replacement soon.
Baron/ess
Be sure and make your SCA/Middle Kingdom award
recommendations soon. Either submit them online to
their majesties or submit them to Moonwulf and Takaya
and they will pass them along.
Spring Event
There was a request for space for a 20th Anniversary
tent for Eric.
Sir Alan will be in the hospital during our event, so he
wanted to know if we could skype him in for the things
like court. We’re not sure if that’s feasible/practical,
but we will try to see if we have the tech to make that
work. We should be able to video record the events.
We have 3 merchants so far.

TRMs may be day tripping since they are coming up
from Bloomington.
Will we have breakfast for those staying overnight in
the A-Frame? Yes, Rocky was looking into getting food.
We decided not to have thrown weapons this year
since there is so much going on. That of course may
change if someone outside the barony wants to
marshal it.
We discussed feast food and upcoming sales.
We have signage for the standard locations, but we
may need new signs for certain activities. The A&S
folks will bring their own signs for registration and
entries.
Katrin volunteered to create the site flyer with a
schedule of events and map to hand out at troll. We
discussed having a larger site map as well. There’s
nothing useful on the web, but Gallien may have an
old hand drawn map we can use.
Katrin will also bring her large whiteboard for use at
troll for whatever we need.
Meeting minutes for 3/14 thru 3/28 by Katrín
Grímsdóttir

We’ve rented the assembly building, but the Dorm/
bunk building is not available that early in the season.
It was clarified that the dorm building is not the same
as the A-frame dorm rooms.
We should come up with a list of sleeping options for
TRMs and TRHs.
Sigulf will inquire about A-Frame keys to open the
rooms at night for overnight guests.
Takaya mentioned she may stay at Ross Camp
overnight so she will be available for overnight guests.
We can rent crash space in the A-Frame lodge for an
additional fee. The lodge has 8 rooms. We will only
comp the rooms for royalty, but we can extend the
option to their retainers to rent other rooms for
themselves.
There are primitive and modern camping spots over in
the campgrounds in a different section of Ross Camp.
They do have restrooms and showers. People must call
the camp directly for reservations.

Kat & Djenn’s
Huge Yard Sale
Saturday May 28th
Starts at 8:00 am
2009 Perrine St., Lafayette 47904
Lots of great stuff for SCA garb &
crafts, leather, belly dancing gear &
costumes, crafting, sewing,
new age supplies, kitchenware,
appliances, furniture, books…
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May 2016
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Equestrian 1 pm
Archery 4 pm
Huis Doorn

Madrigals 7 pm
Meeting 8 pm

Dance Practice
7-9 pm STEW 306

Fighter Practice
8 pm (Armory)

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Equestrian 1 pm
Archery 4 pm
Huis Doorn

Madrigals 7 pm
Meeting 8 pm

Dance Practice
7-9 pm STEW 306

Fighter Practice
8 pm (Armory)

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Equestrian 1 pm
Archery 4 pm
Huis Doorn

Madrigals 7 pm
Meeting 8 pm

22

23

26

27

28

Equestrian 1 pm
Archery 4 pm
Huis Doorn

Madrigals 7 pm
Meeting 8 pm

29

30

Equestrian 1 pm
Archery 4 pm
Huis Doorn

Madrigals 7 pm
Meeting 8 pm

Fighter Practice
8 pm (Armory)

24

25
Fighter Practice
8 pm (Armory)

31

Kat & Djenn’s
Yard Sale

See the Rivenstar Facebook Group for last minute meeting additions,
classes, room assignments, and schedule changes

T-Shirt Designs for the Medieval Society of Purdue

Presenting the two winning t-shirt designs
Artists: Rocky, Briana, and Rachel
What they won: Free t-shirts
What’s it for: To support the Medieval Society of Purdue
our student organization. Purdue University has been
Rivenstar’s home for decades. Most of our members either
grew up in the Lafayette area or are Purdue alumni. The
MSoP are our ambassadors for recruiting students on
campus, so wear your t-shirt proudly!

Two-sided T-Shirt:
The Purdue Griffin in
rampant pose
carrying a Rivenstar
shield and sword.

